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For years, conference content has typically been kept hidden, restricted to the walls of poster halls and only available for the duration of an event. While the scholarly community has traditionally fixated on the final journal article, these pre-published findings warrant visibility and facilitate the advancement of scientific research.

“At Nature, the median review time has grown from 85 days to just above 150 days over the past decade, according to Himmelstein’s analysis, and at PLoS ONE it has risen from 37 to 125 days over roughly the same period.”

Morressier accelerates science by giving organizers the opportunity to connect their conference content to the entire research lifecycle, allowing them to manage and share their community’s ideas using the latest technologies. From enabling exciting interdisciplinary exchanges to opening the door to valuable new revenue streams, our Research Libraries give you the tools to nurture and build your community, propelling their early-stage research into the future.
Showcase, curate, and manage access to your portfolio of research with our integrated content hosting platform.
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- **Boost the value of your conferences by seamlessly connecting research output from events to an adaptable and scalable digital repository that’s flexible enough to support multiple formats.**

- **Science needs to be easy to find and share. Enable users to explore videos, presentations, proceedings, and much more with rich discovery tools. No matter the content format, your research will get the exposure it deserves.**

- **Explore new business models with options for content to be offered behind paywalls, such as SSO or IP-based access. Other options are available in the form of automatic collection of digital processing charges for content hosting.**

- **Foster both internal and interdisciplinary collaboration with a forum to promote open calls for submissions, facilitate discussions between authors on content pieces, and authenticate profiles, so authors get the recognition they deserve.**
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KEY BENEFITS

Beyond the conference
Extend the lifespan of your early-stage research
Amplify and expand the reach of your conference content by boosting the visibility of your community’s ideas, so your members’ early insights can become tomorrow’s breakthroughs.

Share your bold ideas
The power of global access
Through technology, we democratize access to research in order to drive innovation and discovery. When your members gain access to a knowledge database of information, they can learn from the world’s freshest ideas to spark further discoveries.

Come together
Harness the power of collaboration
Combine the innovation of a laboratory with the brilliance of collaboration. With chat and Q&A features connected to each document, our library serves as a “collaboratory”, helping your members find what they need most: connection.

A multimedia landscape
Embrace new communication tools
Drive engagement, discussion, and excitement around early-stage research by communicating your community’s findings in a variety of formats. From videos, manuscripts, data sets, abstracts, posters, and more, you decide how to share your biggest and earliest insights.

Quality controlled
A library built on trust
With our built-in integrity checks, you can share your community’s most exciting discoveries as they’re being made, while still ensuring that they are of the highest standard of scientific integrity. Publish more and faster without sacrificing quality.

Maximum efficiency
Manage content with ease
We empower content library administrators with a personalized back office. Oversee your community’s research engagement levels and utilize full control of the arrangement of sections, displayed filters, and access controls within your library to drive more traffic.
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